Tandemly repeated DNA sequence instabilities induced by two promoters of morphological transformation in vitro: a short-term response to non-mutagenic agents in C3H/10T1/2 cells.
The ability of tumour promoters to alter DNA stability within regions that contain tandemly repeated sequences (TRSs), was studied in a cell culture model of multi-stage carcinogenesis. Non-cytotoxic concentrations of TPA (12-O-tetradecanoyl-phorbol-13-acetate) and xanthine oxidase with xanthine substrate, sufficient to promote morphological transformation in C3H/10T1/2 cultures, were tested for their effects on mutation frequencies in TRSs by a DNA fingerprinting approach. Specifically, restriction digests of genomic DNA samples from randomly selected, non-transformed clones, isolated from cultures after several days exposure to promoters, were visualized by Southern hybridizations with the multi-locus pentamer repeat sequence probe, Ms6-Hm (Pc-1). Basal and promoter-induced frequencies of sub-clone TRS fingerprint polymorphisms were estimated in five cell populations: an uncloned stock culture, three populations established from normal-appearing sub-clones, and one clonal population established from a 3-methylcholanthrene (MCA)-transformed focus. Basal variant fingerprint frequencies spanned a range from 0.0 to 0.43% mutants/band among cells from the four untransformed populations. Both TPA and xanthine oxidase treatments significantly increased recorded mutation frequencies, 2.3- and 2.7-fold, respectively, using combined data from the progenitor population and three untransformed clones. The untreated MCA-transformed clonal population appeared to contain a single, pre-existing mutant restriction fragment, but additional mutations were induced thereafter, in response to the promoting treatments. Taken together, the measured increases in mutations were highly significant and suggest that promoters of cell transformation in the C3H/10T1/2 cell line might induce a genome-wide instability targeted to regions containing Ms6-Hm sequence motifs.